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JUDGE ROY MOORE
Win a Blow to DACA
9/28/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
Roy Moore Win A Blow To DACA and Succeed Act Amnesty Bills in DC
September 27, 2017
CONTACT: Americans for Legal Immigration PAC
| ALIPAC.us | (919) 787-6009
(Washington-DC) The GOP establishment in Washington is concerned about Judge
Roy Moore's insurgent GOP primary win over incumbent Senator Luther Strange, and
anti-Amnesty activists are calling DC offices today to warn Republican lawmakers
they face a fate similar to Strange if they continue to push Amnesty legislation for
DACA illegal immigrants such as the Dream Act or SUCCEED Act.
Roy Moore campaigned against DACA and Dream Act Amnesty and instead supported
enforcing existing immigration laws and putting U.S. troops on the border. In
contrast, Luther Strange refused to answer questions about DACA Amnesty for
illegals while being backed by Amnesty supporters Trump and McConnell, which
implied his support for DACA for illegal aliens.
Moore won by harnessing the grassroots power of the Make America Great Again
(MAGA) promises of the Trump campaign, which are now under threat from Trump's
reversal on immigration issues and alliance with pro-Amnesty GOP incumbents like
Speaker Paul Ryan, Senators Tillis, Graham, McCain, Lankford, Hatch, and many
others who support changing America's existing immigration laws to accommodate
illegals instead of enforcing those laws as their oath of office requires.
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"We are asking every American who opposes Amnesty for illegals to call their DC
lawmakers and warn them that what happened to Luther Strange yesterday happens
for them next if they don't stop their efforts to pass DACA, Dream Act, and SUCCEED
Act Amnesty and start putting Americans first," explained William Gheen, while
lobbying against the SUCCEED Act in DC today. "We also hope Roy Moore's historic
upset will inspire the emergence of a huge wave of insurgent GOP primary candidates
to challenge most Republican incumbents in 2018 while promising voters they will
restore America's existing laws and oppose Amnesty for illegal immigrants as Roy
Moore did."
William Gheen arrived in Washington, DC, yesterday to meet with GOP lawmakers
and warn them against passing any new immigration laws while current U.S. laws
mean very little due to massive under enforcement. Most Americans do not believe
any new legislation will lead to better immigration or border enforcement while more
than 12 million illegal aliens violate numerous U.S. laws everyday without fear of
enforcement.
Thousands of Americans continue to lose their lives each year as America's current
immigration laws go unenforced and DC lawmakers encourage more illegals to enter
and remain in the US unlawfully by promising them Amnesty legislation that waives
the current penalties of law which requires them to return to their home nations.
For more information about ALIPAC activist calls to Washington, ALIPAC's
endorsement of Roy Moore for U.S. Senate, or William Gheen's lobbying efforts
against Amnesty 2017, please visit www.alipac.us
Additional illegal alien comments from Ann Colter:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjeBg7iiuj8
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